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Gold nanoparticles (NPs) prepared on asymmetric DNA double helical structures show some

twinning structures and sharp corners because of the low processing temperature. The distance

between individual NPs varies between 2 and 4 nm, and these NPs form clusters with a size of

�40 nm. The DNA structures also provide docking sites for the fluorescent dye. The dependence of

the fluorescence enhancement on the distance between the NPs and dye molecules is investigated.

The maximum enhancement factor is 5.8 when the distance between the dye and Au NP surface is

3.4 nm and the results are consistent with theoretical simulation. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4871102]

Surface-enhanced spectroscopy (SES) is a non-

destructive biological and chemical sensing technique1 and

widely used to improve the fluorescence and Raman scatter-

ing sensitivity. The locally enhanced electromagnetic (EM)

field in the vicinity of metallic nanostructures is responsible

for the SES effects such as surface enhanced fluorescence

(SEF)2–6 and surface enhanced Raman scattering

(SERS).7–12 It is generally accepted that the SEF effects arise

from the increased excitation as a result of the enhanced

local EM as well as enhanced emission stemming from the

larger fluorescence quantum yield (correlated to the increase

in the radiative decay rate). Both events occur when the mol-

ecule and metallic surface are separated by a certain distance

on the order of a few nanometers. Although this distance can

be altered,7–17 precise control is still challenging. In common

techniques used to prepare fluorescence enhancing structures

such as self-assembly and wet chemical synthesis, it is diffi-

cult to achieve precise structural control and to provide dock-

ing sites at the hotspot for particles.13

DNA has been widely employed as a scaffold to form

inorganic metallic nanoparticles (NPs). The binding affinity

of metal ions to oxygen containing mono/di/tri-phosphate

groups and N bonds of the bases prevents excessive deposi-

tion on DNA as the concentration is increased.18 In addition

to the ability to self-assemble, DNA has also been used to

produce specifically dispersed NPs and to control the loca-

tions of these particles on the programmable DNA

scaffolds.19–24 However, dye molecules with enhanced fluo-

rescence are randomly dispersed on the surface of the NPs

and so the distance between the NPs and dyes cannot be con-

trolled.24 Herein, the formation of asymmetric-DNA-guided

Au NPs to enhance the fluorescence intensity from a plas-

monic hotspot is described. The structures are prepared by

positioning gold NPs on the DNA double helix which pro-

vides docking sites for single fluorescent dye molecules. The

relationship between the fluorescence enhancement and

distance between the NPs and dye molecules is obtained and

compared to theoretical simulation by the finite element

method.

Au NPs with a uniform size were produced by chemical

reduction of gold ions (Au3þ) bound to and accumulated on

the main groove of the double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) with

a designed width of 6 nm. Briefly, two single-stranded

DNA chains [chain-1: 50 AAT GTG CTC CCC CA (GC)n

TT FAM-30 and chain-2: 50 TGG GGG AGC ACA TT-30,
n¼ 1, 4, 7, and 10, respectively, in order to get different

length of dsDNA] were mixed together at the same

concentration (1 lM) to obtain dsDNA by hybridization

in 10 mM N-2-Hydroxyethylpiperazine-N0-2-ethanesulfonic

acid (HEPES) buffer (50 mM NaNO3, pH 7.5) for 30 min at

30 �C. Chloroauric acid (HAuCl4) was added to the DNA so-

lution under vigorous stirring (final concentration of HAuCl4
of 100 lM in the mixture of DNA and HAuCl4) at 30 �C.

After incubation for 5 min, a freshly prepared reducing agent

solution of 500 lM sodium borohydride (NaBH4) was

injected drop-wise into the mixture containing DNA and

HAuCl4 for 30 min under vigorous stirring. The resultant

mixture was washed twice with HEPES buffer and centri-

fuged at 10 000 rpm for 15 min to remove free Au NPs. The

final products were dispersed in the HEPES buffer for further

characterization. The temperature and pH value during the

reaction were controlled well not to damage the DNA

structure.19–24 The reaction temperature, reaction time, stir-

ring rate, and concentration of each reactant were kept

constant to synthesize each Au NP structure.

To investigate SEF from the Au NP solutions, 2 ml of the

prepared solution was transferred into a quartz cuvette and the

SEF spectra were acquired on an FLS920 spectrometer at an

excitation wavelength of 490 nm at room temperature.

The schematic illustrating the process to form the Au

NPs on dsDNA is shown in Fig. 1. The gold ions and hybri-

dized DNA are uniformly dispersed in the solution. In the

seeding step, the DNA is activated by the gold ions and

Au3þ forms coordination complexes on the DNA. Activation

is followed by exposure to a reducing agent to form the Au

a)Authors to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic

addresses: hkxlwu@nju.edu.cn and paul.chu@cityu.edu.hk.
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seeds on the DNA. Relative to the length of dsDNA, the size

of these seeds is quite small and so more than one seed may

form on each DNA. These Au seeds serve as nucleation sites

for electroless deposition of a thicker metal coating and

finally, the growing seeds connect to form a spherical Au NP

with a certain size which is restricted by the dsDNA space.18

Fig. 2(a) shows the typical transmission electron micros-

copy (TEM, JEOL JEM-4000EX at 200 kV) image of the Au

NPs. The NPs form a big cluster of about 40 nm and the size

of the individual Au NPs inside the cluster varies from 3 to

7 nm [Fig. 2(b)]. The NPs in a cluster do not merge together

but rather are separated by a certain distance of about

2–4 nm. The NPs in the center of the cluster are largest

whereas those at the edges are gradually smaller.

As shown in the formed Au NP and DNA composite

structures [Fig. 3(a)], the outer part is the tri-phosphate group

of the DNA which contains negative charges, while the inner

part is the base group and metallic NPs which mainly contain

positive charges.22 Hence, these composite structures can be

considered as atomic-like ones. It is believed that the phe-

nomenon in Fig. 2(b) is caused by the Lennard-Jones poten-

tial of the NP and DNA composite structures during their

generation. The empirical formula of the Lennard-Jones

potential can be written as25

V Rð Þ ¼ 4e
r
R

� �12

� r
R

� �6
" #

;

where e is the depth of the potential well, r is the finite dis-

tance at which the inter-particle potential is zero, and R is the

distance between the particles. Because the structure of DNA

does not change, the value of r is mainly affected by the size

of the Au NPs. In an approximate calculation, r is the distance

between two NPs lying closely together: r � 2 d1 þ d2ð Þ,
where d1 is the radius of Au NPs and d2 is the radius of DNA

as shown in Fig. 3(a). When the Au NP in the central part of a

cluster reaches a limited size caused by the dsDNA space,

r � 8 nm and reaches its maximum value. Therefore, the

most suitable distance between two NPs is calculated as

d3 ¼ R� 2d1 ¼
ffiffiffi
26
p

r� 2d1 � 3 nm, which is consistent with

our experimental observation [Fig. 2(b)]. Besides, the Au NPs

in the vicinity are affected by the attraction of the central big

Au NPs. Hence, their size becomes gradually smaller while

aggregating as shown in Figs. 2(a) and 3(a).

The typical high-resolution TEM (HR-TEM) image of

the Au NPs is depicted in Fig. 2(b). Most of the NPs are

spherical [Fig. 2(c)] and 3–7 nm in size. Some NPs possess

single and multiple twinning structures as marked by the

white circles in Figs. 2(d) and 2(e). Their size is 5–7 nm for

minimum surface free energy. Careful examination of more

than 100 NPs reveals that most twinning structures are single

twins with a lattice spacing of 0.24 nm as shown in Fig. 2(d),

indicating that the twin structures are formed by nonparallel

{111} planes in the cubic diamond structure. This can be

explained by surface free energy optimization during the

FIG. 2. (a) TEM image of Au NPs

clusters dispersed in the HEPES

buffer. (b) HR-TEM images of Au

NPs, (c) NP with a single crystal struc-

ture, (d) NP with a single twinning

structure, and (e) NP with multiple

twinning structure NP.

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the synthesis of Au NPs on dsDNA.

141910-2 Guo et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 104, 141910 (2014)



formation of the alloy NPs. Initially, the Au atoms aggregate

on the dsDNA to form small seeds and these aggregates may

emerge at different locations of one dsDNA helical structure.

As the reaction proceeds, neighboring seeds coalesce to form

a coherent seed-seed boundary and then morph into individ-

ual larger NPs. Since the reaction temperature is 30 �C which

keeps the DNA structure stable, these NPs cannot reconstruct

timely to form stable single structures. As a result, the twin-

ning interface is inevitable in the NP interior leading to the

emergence of the twinning microstructures. The surface free

energy difference can be used to interpret the twinning struc-

ture formation mechanism. Based on the theoretical analysis,

there are two growth-dependent terms. The first one is the

interfacial free energy related to the conjoint boundary given

by the product of the interfacial area S ¼ pr2 with the corre-

sponding twinning interfacial surface energy cs. The second

one is the surface free energy contribution from the edge of

the NP surface and it is proportional to the circumference

S1 ¼ 4pR2 with a proportionality surface energy c1. Thus,

the total surface free energy can be expressed in terms of the

edge surface free energy and interfacial free energy by

E ¼ S1c1 þ Scs ¼ 4pR2c1 þ pr2cs.
26 The theoretical model

is illustrated schematically in Fig. 3(b), where r is the circu-

lar interfacial area radius and R is the NP radius. As both the

twinning surfaces are {111} planes, cs is equal to c1 which is

1.610 J/m2.27 The temperature induced energy can be

expressed as E ¼ cmDT, where c is the specific heat capacity

of gold which is 128 J/kg, m is the mass of the Au NPs which

is about 2� 10�18 g calculated according to the size of the

Au NPs, and DT is the temperature change of the solution.

The calculated surface energy is consistent with the energy

of the reaction.

The EM field enhancement in SEF arises from localized

surface plasmon resonance (LSPR), which enhances the col-

lective excitation of conduction electrons in response to the

incident EM field.28–31 The SEF effect depends on the size,

shape, local dielectric environment of the NP, and distance

between the molecule and metallic surface. Among these pa-

rameters, precise control of the distance is the most impor-

tant and hardest to achieve by experiments. To circumvent

the problem, asymmetric dsDNA structures are designed by

hybridization of a long chain (chain-1) and a short chain

(chain-2) as described in experimental details. The length of

carboxyfluorescein (FAM) terminated chain-1 is changeable

by varying the number of GC bases on it. As the distance

between two adjacent bases is quite short (<0.3 nm), it can

be estimated that the distance between the FAM and Au sur-

face is continuously adjusted as illustrated by Fig. 1.

As shown in Fig. 4(a), four types of representative SEF

spectra for different distances of 1.4, 3.4, 5.4, and 7.4 nm can

be obtained from the solutions excited by 490 nm. By com-

paring the peaks at 518 nm emitted by the dye molecules, the

enhancement factor can be determined by the following

equation:

ESEF ¼ IAuNPs � Ibackgroundð Þ= Iref erence � Ibackgroundð Þ;

where IAuNPs is the fluorescence intensity of FAM enhanced

from Au NPs, Iref erence is the fluorescence intensity from

FIG. 4. Surface enhanced fluorescence

from the Au NPs: (a) SEF spectra

without Au NPs (BLANK) and with

Au NPs at different distances between

Au NPs and FAM of 1.4, 3.4, 5.4, and

7.4 nm for DNA 1, 2, 3, and 4, respec-

tively. (b) Experimental and simulated

enhancement factors for different dis-

tances. (c)–(e) Images of the simulated

distributions of jEj2. They are plotted

on a logarithmic scale.

FIG. 3. (a) Schematic illustration of the formation of Au NP clusters. The

NPs in the center of the cluster are the largest while those at the edges are

gradually smaller separated by a distance of 3 nm among each other. (b)

Theoretical model for twining structure formation with r, R, and h being the

circular interfacial area radius, NC radius, and twinning layer thickness,

respectively.

141910-3 Guo et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 104, 141910 (2014)



FAM without Au NPs, and Ibackground is the background in-

tensity of the spectra. Comparing to fluorescence of FAM,

all the samples exhibit clear fluorescence enhancement. The

distance at which the biggest enhancement factor of 5.8 is

observed is 3.4 nm.

In order to elucidate the mechanism and interpret the ex-

perimental results, theoretical simulation is conducted by

employing the finite element method based on the FDTD

Solutions software and the optical constants for gold are

interpolated from previous data.30 The incident excitation is

described by a plane wave with an instantaneous electric

field in the form Einc ¼ E0e�i/, where / ¼ xt is the incident

light phase and E0 is the mode profile of the incident light.

Polarization is parallel to the Au NPs center line and the Au

NPs in all models have a diameter of 6 nm.

Owing to the twinning structures in the Au NPs, not all

the NPs are spherical and some have sharp corners as shown

in Fig. 2(b). Hence, two theoretical models are concocted for

spherical ones as well as spherical ones with a triangle corner

for incident light from different directions, as shown in Figs.

4(c)–4(e). The simulation reveals the distribution of the local

EM field. Since the molecule to be detected can be located in

any direction close to the metal surface, the EM field

enhancement factor ðjElocj2=jEincj2Þ must be averaged over

the entire cluster surface as follows:

hjElocj2=jEincj2i ¼
1Xj

i

4pR2
i

Xj

i

ð
i

jElocj2=jEincj2dr;

where Einc is the incident intensity of the EM fields, Eloc is

the intensity of the local EM field, R is the radius of the inte-

grated enveloping surface, and j is the number of NPs in the

simulated cluster. Close examination of more than 100 NPs

reveals that about 20% of the NPs have sharp corners and

80% NPs are spherical. The experimental and theoretical

enhancement factors corresponding to different distances

from the Au NPs surface are shown in Fig. 4(b). Our theoret-

ical study discloses that the enhancement factor depends on

the distance to the NP surface. The largest theoretical

enhancement factor of about 5.8 is obtained at a distance of

3.4 nm and the result is consistent with the experimental

data.

In summary, DNA-guided Au NPs are prepared at 30 �C
and the structure is examined by HR-TEM. Twinning struc-

tures are generated and not all the NPs have the spherical

shape. Some have sharp corners because the formation tem-

perature is low. The NPs aggregate to form clusters with a

size of 40 nm in which the individual NPs are separated by a

distance of 2–4 nm. By adjusting the length of the FAM ter-

minated chain of dsDNA, the distance between the FAM and

Au surface can be continuously adjusted and the correspond-

ing relationship between the enhancement factors and dis-

tance is identified. This study explains the mechanism and

details of DNA-guided metal NP formation and the results

provide insights to ultrasensitive detection in biological,

chemical, photonic, and environmental applications.
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